
 

          Sleep Better                                                                                                                                                                    and Stay Alert!                                                                                                                              
 
 
 
Lots of people can rest whenever they want, but for those serving in Corrections, your shifts and schedules, mean that rest must be 
planned as a priority. Good sleep is wonderful. Fatigue is destructive. No one wants to feel exhausted, especially when alertness 
means safety for you and so many others. Regularly getting restful sleep is vital. Being short-changed on it and having trouble 
staying awake is risky – especially when on duty or on your commute. So, here are tips on – 
 

How to stay awake at work or when driving 
1. More oxygen is free and helps – a lot! As you sit, drive, or move, remind yourself to breathe naturally – which is breathing in 
and out solely through your nose. This automatically fills the diaphragm enabling 10% more oxygen than mouth-breathing (the 
mouth only connects with the upper chest). Nose-breathing solely increases the blood-oxygen saturation level by 10%, plus the 
nose filters, moisturizes, and because the nose contains Nitric Oxide, it sterilizes -- killing viruses and bacteria. Mouth-breathing, in 
contrast, inhales germs into the lungs plus contributes to tooth decay and gum disease. Consider taping your mouth shut for sleep, 
to get more oxygen then, too, which can also increase the quality of sleep. For details, visit www.OxygenAdvantage.com, and check 
for its free app. 
 
2. Hang on your ear a wake-up alarm such as Alert Me Drowsy Driver device; it shrieks when your head drops. About $10. 
 
3. Dress to be slightly cool, not overly warm. 
 
4. Regularly, maybe hourly, drink water to hydrate the brain, which improves alertness.  
 
5. Move about. Open & close fists repeatedly. Tap feet lightly. Wiggle your toes. Stretch arms and legs; roll your shoulders. 
 
6. Switch tasks.  
 
7. Listen to music or talk that keeps your attention. 
 
8.Suck mints or sniff peppermint oil. 
 
9. Occasionally look at blue lights/screen, as these disrupt sleepiness (see #7 below). 
 
10. On breaks, even if it’s 2 minutes, get outside to (nose-) breathe in fresh air. 
 
11. Avoid caffeine = no slumps. If you must have caffeine, tea is less acidic than coffee, so easier on the nervous system.  
 
12 .Avoid sugar = no slumps. If you must have sugar, fresh fruit is best. Processed sugar saps the B-vitamins from your body. B 
vitamins strengthen the nervous system and are known as the “happy vitamins,” so lack of B weakens the nervous system and our 
emotional ability to cope with stress.  
 
13. Eat high-protein, small meals. Avoid heavy meals, high-fats and alcohol, which are hard to digest and increase fatigue.   
 
14.  Don't skip meals, even if food doesn't appeal; no fuel increases fatigue. Have small portions of quality food and drink. 
 

Try to stay positive 
Your service involves multi-tasking, keeping current on a variety of demands, and physical demands, emergencies, or shift work. 
Then, of course, there are personal life matters which can contribute to over-work, over-thinking, and poor sleep.  
 
First, don’t let fatigue depress you.  
 
When tired, recognize that you will rest – at some point. Remind yourself that your temporary exhaustion will be remedied - 
sometime - with sleep. Meanwhile, whenever you can sleep, get the most out of it by trying the following --- 
 

http://www.oxygenadvantage.com/


How to sleep well 
1. HEALTHY BREATHING in BED Reread #1 above about nose-breathing. Consider mouth-tape, or a jaw mask that will keep

your mouth shut during sleep. If you use a CPAP machine, try one with a mask that only covers the nose, not both the nose
and mouth (see www.OxygenAdvantage.com.)

2. EXERCISE regularly, which also reduces any sleep apnea and increases the amount of time in deep stages of sleep. Light
exercise—even just 10 minutes a day—improves sleep quality. Don’t workout 3 hours or less before bed. It can take months
before experiencing the full sleep-promoting effects of exercise, so be patient: build an exercise habit that sticks.

3. NAP TIPS If you nap sitting up, use a soft neck brace to support your head and set a timer so that you nap no more than 30
minutes, which can interfere with your ‘night’ sleep. (Chicago Memorial Police Foundation seminar on Officer Wellness, Lt
Colonel David Grossman, 2/8/2023). Fight after-dinner drowsiness/naps by avoiding heavy meals. If sleepy long before
bedtime, do mild activity like dishes, other home tasks.

4. STIMULANTS. Don’t have caffeine during the last 2/3rds of your day; it can affect sleep up to 12 hours later! Smoking and
alcohol can disrupt sleep, especially if close to bedtime. Avoid refined carbs late in your day: sugars trigger wakefulness later.

5. BEST FOOD & DRINK Avoid energy drinks; in the long run, they disturb ability to sleep and making you more tired after a few
hours when you crash from the sugar and caffeine. Make dinnertime earlier. Avoid heavy foods within 2 hours of bedtime.
Spicy or acidic foods can cause indigestion, and alcohol interferes with sleep. Too much liquid before sleep may result in
bathroom trips. Reduce salt so you’ve less thirst. If needing a bedtime snack, try herbal tea, a slice of turkey, plain yogurt, or a
banana. Avoid sugar the second half of your day: sugar depletes B vitamins, so stresses the nervous system, impacting sleep.

6. HAVE A ROUTINE As much as possible, keep set times for sleep & rising, even on your days off.

7. AVOID BLUE LIGHT Research links blue light to sleep problems, weight gain, depression, cancer, and heart disease. The
AMA reports bright LED streetlamps contribute to disease. If you must use a digital device, use settings to minimize blue in the
last few hours before bedtime. Counteract the screen with a nearby incandescent light. Eliminate lights in the bedroom,
including blue light digital clocks (get red instead, or cover it up). Turn off cell, computer, TV, at least 2 hours before sleep; they
stimulate the brain, disrupting our wake-sleep cycle. Avoid fluorescents and LEDs; sound sleep is more valuable than a lower
electricity bill, and recent research indicates that these contribute to cataracts and age-related macular degeneration (“Avoid
Artificial Blue Light” by Dr. Joseph Mercola, Jan 13, 2023. www.Mercola.com)

8. AN HOUR BEFORE BED read a non-digital book, enjoy a quiet hobby, do a light chore like laundry, or get ready for the next
day, to ease your mind about tomorrow. If you want to try a non-addictive herbal supplement which decreases anxiety and
helps sleep, ask your doctor about trying herbal capsules of St. John’s Wort an hour or so before bedtime.

9. TALKS Avoid serious discussion before bed; schedule such talks earlier, when rested and calm.

10. THE BEDROOM Don’t watch TV/blue light in bed. The largest source of blue light is sunlight, so use black-out blinds if your
shift requires you to sleep days. Try a different pillow, mattress, or topper to make your neck and limbs completely comfortable.
Use 100% cotton sheets, PJs, and blankets, to aid air circulation; partial or full synthetics trap body heat and can disrupt sleep.
Keep the room cool, with sufficient bedding keeping you warm.

11. CREATE PEACE Quiet improves sleep, so try to block out all extraneous sound. If you like sounds to lull you to sleep, tune
into soothing music or programs with positive messages (in Chicago, try FM 97.9, 94.3 or 90.1), and set it to shut off in 30-60
minutes. Avoid news programs.

Other sources:  www.sleepfoundation.org, www.webmd.com 

THINK GOOD THINGS In bed, replay the good that happened today or in the past. Thank God for your life, freedom, bed, work, 
family, friends, car, workmates, hobbies. Make a list of happy events to read over when you can’t sleep. You’ll probably find yourself 
waking up the next day! Read the Bible. God loves you and wants you to accept His peace.  
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